Light
Festival
Lucerne

9 – 19 January 2020

www.lichtfestivalluzern.ch

Share your photos with us:
facebook.com/lichtfestivalluzern
instagram.com/lichtfestivalluzern
#lichtfestivalluzern

Light experiences in
Lucerne
2nd Lilu Light Festival Lucerne

The Lilu Light Festival Lucerne appeals
to all the senses and awakens emotions.
I wish you an atmospheric stay in the
city of lights!
A warm welcome to you.
Marcel Perren
President of the Light Festival Lucerne
Association
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Editorial

From January 9th to 19th 2020, Lucerne
shines particularly beautifully. For eleven
days, sights, facades, alleys and squares
will be artfully illuminated and placed in
a previously unknown light. Discover the
19 light installations on a heart-warming
walk, treat yourself to a ”culinary light
treat“ in one of the participating restaurants to warm you up, and do not miss
the spectacular Genesis 2 light show in the
Hof Church. Let yourself be inspired by our
varied side programme with live music.

Lilu Light Festival Lucerne 2020
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LAKE LUCERNE

Light installations
1

Torbogen

11 Fassade Hotel Schweizerhof

2

Vögeligärtli

12 Pavillon

3

Vögeligärtli ZHB Fassade

13 Treppenaufgang Hofkirche

4

LUKB Innenhof

14 Hofkirche

5

Buobenmatt

15 Quai

6

Hotel Stern

16 Restaurant Riviera

7

Zöpfli

17 Nationalquai (Höhe Casino)

8

Kornmarkt

18 Villa Schweizerhof

9

Wasserturm

19 Schiffs-Landungssteg 1

10 Peterskapelle

Information

Information
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DIRECTIONS

ACCOMMODATION

Convenient, regular direct train
connections are available to/from
all major Swiss towns and cities:
we heartily recommend the use of
public transport. The tour can be
started from the station.

Combine your visit to Lilu with
a stay of one or more nights in
Lucerne. The largest selection
of accommodation can be found
online at:

Lucerne is also easy to get to by car,
with road/motorway connections
from Zurich, Bern and Basel as well
as the whole of Central Switzerland
and the Bernese Oberland. To help
keep traffic flowing smoothly, please
follow the signs to the official car
parks.

Visitors staying at participating
accommodation in the city of
Lucerne receive the Lucerne Visitor
Card, which gives free use of buses
and trains throughout tariff zone
10 in the city of Lucerne, as well a
range of discounts for cableways and
mountain railways, museums and
excursions in the Lucerne – Lake Lucerne Region. Further information:
www.luzern.com/en/services/
visitor-card-lucerne
Take advantage of great hotel offers
in and around Lucerne:
lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en/packages

GASTRONOMY
Enjoy a break and warm up in one
of Lucerne’s many restaurants in
Lucerne’s old town quarter.
lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en/packages

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Dress warmly; winter footwear is
also recommended.
• The city benefits from public
toilets as well as restaurants, etc.
offering toilet facilities under the
“nette Toiletten” scheme.

TICKETS
A tour of the light installations in
Lucerne’s Old Town is free. Tickets
are required for the spectacular
light show Genesis 2 light show in
the Church of St. Leodegar, for
the guided Lilu tour and more events
from the programm. You can find
all information at:
lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en/program

LIGHT SHOW GENESIS 2 –
HOFKIRCHE
The light show Genesis 2 times are
available online at:
lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en/program
Standard price: CHF 13
from 6-16 years: CHF 9
abopass holders: CHF 9
Tickets are available online at
lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en/tickets,
at the tourist information or at the
box office. The abopass must be
shown at the entrance.

LIGHT SHOW GENESIS 2
WITH ORGANIST WOLFGANG
SIEBER - HOFKIRCHE
The light show Genesis 2 with
organist Wolfgang Sieber times are
available online at:
lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en/program
Standard price: CHF 18
from 6-16 years: CHF 13
No further benefits. Tickets are
available online at lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en/tickets, at the tourist
information or at the box office.

«DELIGHTFOOD» AT
RESTAURANT RIVIERA
The «Delightfood» times are available online at: lichtfestivalluzern.ch/
en/program
Price: CHF 35, included in the ticket
are: light installation, aperitif, finger
food, water. Tickets are available
online at lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en/
tickets, at the tourist information
or at the box office.
Allergies and intolerances can
unfortunately not be taken into
consideration. The seats are not
numbered. A table will be assigned
upon arrival.

Information
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Your key to Central Switzerland
Offering unlimited travel by train, bus, boat and cable
car, the Tell-Pass represents a wonderfully simple way
of discovering the region.
Unlimited travel on
or

WINTER
EDITION
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FROM

CHF 110.–
days

www.tellpass.ch
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Mirror of time

Nachtlicht & estec visions

10

The arch witnesses the comings and goings of
thousands of travellers every day.
It appears to become a mirror of time as a result of
moving light, with magic mirrors rotating around
their own axis, rekindling travellers’ memories.

“This arch has experienced too much
to be presented without its encounters. Our aim with the installation is
to make the flow of time perceptible.”

NACHTLICHT & ESTEC VISIONS
Nachtlicht is a small team of people in Zurich
who, having discovered their love for animation,
illumination and event design, are now intent
on bringing a little more excitement to the world.
Artworks are developments of visions. Estec’s
mission is to create, implement and realise these
visions.
WWW.NACHTLICHT.CC
WWW.ESTECVISIONS.COM
LOCATION: Torbogen

The Mirror Eyes
Purplepony

2

Mirror eyes make wintry Lucerne appear in an
infinite, recurring repetition and opens up a fairytale
world to visitors that is reflected in infinity. The view
through the kaleidoscopes takes observers of all ages
into a world where reality and fantasy merge. They
can see the city with fresh eyes through the mirror of
elements.
The kaleidoscopes can be carefully manipulated and
moved in different directions. Children should not be
allowed to play with them on their own!

“Playful distortion of reality.
Creating dream worlds and
enjoying infinity.”
PURPLEPONY
Operating at the interface between art, design
and architecture, Purplepony is a loose collective
of hobbyists, inventors and creative unicorns.
LOCATION: Vögeligärtli

Light installations
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Hit! – an interactive snowball
fight
François Chalet

12
A snowman, lots of swans, ‘Madame Hofkirche’, ‘Master
Water Tower’ and many other animated figures populate a
projection as high as a house on the side of Lucerne’s
cantonal government building. People have to try to hit
them with snowballs at the right moment. If they manage,
the figures respond in various ways and the story goes off
on a different tack. If the Yeti or Pilatus Dragon appear, it
takes a crowd of snowball throwers to chase them away.
Having transformed the music pavilion into an interactive
snowball in 2019, François Chalet has returned to present
the interactive snowball fight “Hit!”.
Concept and animation: François Chalet
Music: Mathias Vetter
Interaction: Michael Flückiger

FRANÇOIS CHALET
François Chalet has been working internationally
as a visual artist since 1997. As a lecturer at the
Lucerne School of Art & Design, he teaches
storytelling and ‘expanded animation’ on the
Animation bachelor’s degree course.
WWW.FRANCOISCHALET.CH
LOCATION: Vögeligärtli ZHB Fassade

MEDUSA

Zürcher & Schwarz

4

There’s a cold blue and violet shimmer in the depths of the
sea. Medusae dance like ghosts, floating high above the
ground or close by: delve into the apparent infinity and
beauty of the underwater world.

“Dive into the weightlessness of
the sea and let the medusae exert
their fascination on you.”
Kindly supported by:

SIMÓN SCHWARZ
IRINA ZÜRCHER
Simón Aurel Schwarz is a media artist,
photographer and environmental scientist.
Irina Zürcher is a teacher
LOCATION: LUKB Innenhof

Light installations
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«We'd better leave the light shows
to the pros. However, our printing
competencies are excellent.»

Sandro Blättler
Director Marketing and Sales

Engelberger Druck AG
Oberstmühle 3, 6370 Stans
Telefon 041 619 15 55
welcome@engelbergerdruck.ch
www.engelbergerdruck.ch

Edi Engelberger
CEO and owner

be part of

Fabienne Schwarz & Nadja Schöpfer

5

Artist Arno Kauflin was commissioned in 1983 to
paint the exterior wall of the new building on
Buobenmatt. The large empty spaces and the carefree
figures in them primarily reflect one thing – the
longing for free space. 37 years on, we now want to
give them this space. The girl with the dragon, the
boy on the ladder and the man on the unicycle are no
longer trapped in their allocated places on the wall
– they come to life.
Pedestrians using the Theaterpassage are invited to
become part of the picture and to project themselves
with the paintings into an alien, absurd world.

FABIENNE SCHWARZ
NADJA SCHÖPFER
Fabienne Schwarz and Nadja Schöpfer each
graduated with a bachelor degree in animation
in July 2019, through which they discovered a
passion for projections and light installations.
They have already produced projections for St.
Peter’s Chapel in Lucerne.
LOCATION: Buobenmatt

Light installations
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Luminamur aureum stella
Andreas Steiner, auviso

16

January nights are both dark and long in Lucerne.
It’s then that a very particular guest comes to stay at
the Goldener Stern. He’s carrying a handful of surprises. As darkness falls, he opens his suitcase
and multicoloured fairy lights come to life, racing
through the hotel like a swarm of fireflies and bringing a touch of summer back to Lucerne, the ‘city
of lights’. Sometimes the lights dart along the facade
or remain behind the windows; at other times
they climb high up or happily trace colourful circles.
You’re in for a treat!
Kindly supported by:

“We grew up in Lucerne. What a joy
it is to brighten January nights with
colourful lights!”
ANDREAS STEINER, AUVISO
Andreas Steiner is a multimedia producer and
creative head at auviso. As a producer of the light
installation, in cooperation with the Hotel Stern
Luzern, he gave his artistic spirit all the freedom
WWW.AUVISO.CH
LOCATION: Hotel Stern

MUTATIO
Daniela Stoller

7

Bruno Fischer
Werner Frey
Yves Frey
Jonas Gassmann
Matthias Vogelsang

When Josephine (Josi) Meier was elected President of
Switzerland’s Council of States in 1991, she reached the
zenith of her long political career. Josi Meier’s life was
marked by constant change: it was a time when women’s
suffrage was being introduced in Canton Lucerne, while
still being denied at the federal level. Her life was not the
only thing to witness constant change – Lucerne has
changed too; throughout all of this, though, tourism has
remained a constant feature. Short breaks by tourists are
the order of the day, and the selfie culture is omnipresent.
As visitors make their way up onto the podium, they step
into the limelight and become part of the installation. While
a selfie allows you to decide exactly what you want in the
photo, in “Mutatio” this situation is reversed. Outsiders on
the other side of the Reuss decide on the background motif.

TEAM “MUTATIO”
Fascinated by light and its impact, the six artists
are exhibiting a light installation for the first time
at this year’s Lilu 2020.
WWW.FREYELECTRIC.CH
WWW.COKAG.CH
LOCATION: Zöpfli

Light installations
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The ghost in Furrengasse

Elke Radtke - Juladi

Light installations
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In 1607 a strange ghost was spotted in Lucerne’s
Furrengasse. In the glow of the lanterns it looked
like a human figure – a tall, lean man. Then it
changed in appearance, growing in height until it
was taller than a five-metre long mercenary’s pike.

“I’m looking forward to seeing lots
of Lucerne ghosts!”

ELKE RADTKE
Elke Radtke hails from Germany and has been
working as a video artist under the moniker
“Juladi” for 15 years. She’s performed as a VJ and
staged interactive video installations, video
dance performances and mappings in almost
30 countries. Elke Radke had a light installation
at Lucerne’s cantonal government building
at the Lilu in 2019.
WWW.JULADI.DE
LOCATION: Kornmarkt

Kambly Roundtrip
On this unique and scenic one-day round trip you
visit the most beautiful places in the heart of Switzerland, explore world famous Swiss cities and
discover the secrets of fine biscuit making at the
Kambly Experience in Trubschachen.
www.kambly.ch/roundtrip
Tickets available all year round at the tourist office in Berne and at all railway
station ticket counters throughout Switzerland. GA, Swiss Travel Pass and Regionalpass Bernese Oberland are valid.
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Oktogon – a story about the
Water Tower
François Chalet

20

The Lucerne landmark tells of its 700-plus years of
history. There’s much to recount: a dungeon, an
archive, a treasury, a shot, and a dead stork. What
incidents and secrets remain concealed behind
the thick walls of the Water Tower? Visual artist
François Chalet takes us on an audiovisual roller
coaster ride through the past.
Concept and animation: François Chalet
Motion design and compositing: Noemi Sugaya
Music: Mathias Vetter
Kindly supported by:

FRANÇOIS CHALET
François Chalet has been working internationally
as a visual artist since 1997. As a lecturer at the
Lucerne School of Art & Design, he teaches
storytelling and ‘expanded animation’ on the
Animation bachelor’s degree course.
WWW.FRANCOISCHALET.CH
LOCATION: Wasserturm

In the beginning is the line 10
Hochschule Luzern – Design & Kunst und Musik
Peterskapelle

A team from St. Peter’s Chapel have joined forces with
students from the Lucerne School of Music and the Lucerne
School of Art and Design to develop an audiovisual story for
projection onto the chapel’s gallery. Dialoguing with the
architecture and the interior of the chapel, tiny audiovisual
pearls are created, which combine to form a part contemplative, part rousing Gesamtwerk. On one evening, the light
installation will be accompanied by live music.

“The modern shapes contrast with the traditional
pictorial world of the chapel.” - Marco Schmid

Kindly supported by:

Design & Kunst
Musik
FH Zentralschweiz

HOCHSCHULE LUZERN DESIGN &
KUNST UND MUSIK, PETERSKAPELLE
Directed by Marco Schmid (St. Peter’s Chapel),
François Chalet (Lucerne School of Art and Design)
and John Voirol (Lucerne University of Applied
Sciences and Arts)
WWW.HSLU.CH
WWW.PETERSKAPELLE.CH
LOCATION: Peterskapelle

Light installations
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The Magnificient Chocolate Hotel
Nachtlicht / Fusion Robot

22

Fall sway to the enchantment of the sweet-tasting magic:
in Max Chocolatier’s micro atelier, four chocolatiers create mini
chocolate masterpieces with precision and passion. As you
might expect, the illustrious guests of the Schweizerhof cannot
resist these finely handcrafted delicacies. But that’s where
you come in. You control the chocolate machine and set the pace
of the production line.
Take care, though – overheating is an ever-present risk!
“The Magnificent Chocolate Hotel” is an interactive facade
projection for all ages. It’ll surprise you!

Kindly supported by:

“We fuse fun with lights and purpose.”
NACHLICHT / FUSION ROBOT
Nachtlicht uses light and projections to create immersive
installations and animations that fuse art with technology.
Fusion Robot are specialists in complex, interactive entertainment for serious as well as not-so-serious purposes.
WWW.NACHTLICHT.CC
WWW.FUSION-ROBOT.CH
LOCATION: Fassade Hotel Schweizerhof

Keys Of Light

Mr. Beam

12

Keys of Light is an interactive artwork by Dutch artist
Mr.Beam. Triggered by sound, the installation is
co-created by audience members who will take part
in a series of live solo performances. Each performer
will perform a selection of pieces on the grand piano
and see their music visualised through dazzling
projections onto the facade of the music pavilion.

Kindly supported by:

“We are not in control, the local
talent of Lucerne is. With Keys of
Light the musical performance is
amplified and visualised by the
video mapping and the light show.”

Light installations
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MR. BEAM
Founded in 2009, Mr.Beam is a creative team of
multidisciplinary professionals who share a passion
for innovative storytelling. Their work brings
ordinary objects and spaces to life by creating extraordinary experiences for the participants.
WWW.MRBEAM.COM
LOCATION: Pavillon

24

En-Trance 13
Projektil

Dance through the waves of the ocean of lights, lose
yourself in endless patterns and colours. Let yourself
be guided to the gateway of a new dimension.

“Light is life!”

Kindly supported by:

Light installations
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PROJEKTIL
The past two years have seen Zurich artist collective
Projektil amazing over 250,000 spectators with shows
such as Illuminarium, Light Ragaz and Illuminated Art.
WWW.PROJEKTIL.CH
LOCATION: Treppenaufgang Hofkirche

14

Genesis 2
Projektil

26

Kindly supported
by:

Artist collective Projektil’s latest show is a continuation of last year’s major success, GENESIS.
GENESIS 2 finds days 4 to 7 of the creation story
staged in the sacred space of Lucerne’s Church of
St. Leodegar. The ceiling, walls and other
structures of the church are brought to life by
means of light projections, mesmerising the
audience under an open sky that provides a visual
reinterpretation of the history of creation.A
heavenly fantasy world in a breathtaking venue.

PROJEKTIL
The past two years have seen Zurich artist collective
Projektil amazing over 250,000 spectators with
shows such as Illuminarium, Light Ragaz and
Illuminated Art.
WWW.PROJEKTIL.CH
LOCATION: Hofkirche

Les Amours en Cage 15

Martine Christophe - Porté par le Vent

Delicately suspended, Les Amours en Cage, reveal
to passers-by sublimated heights of a plant world.
A luminous and poetic scenography, which
immerses the walkers in a dreamlike world.
Young and blossom, mature and elegant lace
perforated, flowers with blooming corollas, they
emerge along the path inviting the spectator to
cross the seasons.

“By transforming the public space, I wish to immerse
the spectators in a poetic and dreamlike universe,
leaving room for everyone‘s imagination.”

Light installations
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PORTÉ PAR LE VENT
As a paraglider, Christophe Martine was naturally
drawn to wind and art in the sky, founding a theatre
and installation company called «Porté par le Vent».
He then turned his hand to light design, creating his
first night show – the Luminéoles – at the 2011 Lyon
Festival of Lights (FR). Since then, he has been creating
a unique world filled with kites inspired by plant and
animal kingdoms and infused with gentle poetry. His
choreographed shows have been displayed in Shanghai,
Moscow, Singapore and London.
WWW.PORTEPARLEVENT.COM
LOCATION: Quai

16 Delightcubes
Peter Diem – Sensing Space

Light installations
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Peter Diem and the Riviera restaurant are celebrating the
fusion of light and gastronomy. Illuminated delicacies and
beverages can be sampled at five ‘delightcubes’: a multisensory
happening under the aegis of light.
The «Delightfood» times are available online at:
lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en/program
Tickets are available online at
lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en/tickets, at the tourist information or
at the box office.

“Everything is nothing
without light.”

Kindly supported by:

PETER DIEM
As a ‘worker with nature’, Peter Diem is concerned
with inner and outer landscapes. He projects onto
natural materials, illuminates historical buildings
and spotlights objects of value. His light installations open up new ways of seeing nature.
WWW.PETERDIEM.CH
LOCATION: Restaurant Riviera

Luzerner Zeitung –
Official Media
Partner of the
Lilu Light Festival
Lucerne.

luzernerzeitung.ch

17 CYGNUS
pet & flo and moremorehappy

30

CYGNUS is a poetic light installation on the water.
15 swans, apparently asleep on the water, awaken
and are lit by an inner light. They join together in a
mysterious round dance in the night.

Kindly supported by:

“Do androids dream of electric
sheep? We have no idea, but we
dream of electric swans.”

DENIS BIVOUR - MOREMOREHAPPY
Denis Bivour is a pixel tamer and 3D designer
who has designed visuals for dozens of live events
all over the world.
WWW.MOREMOREHAPPY.DE

PET & FLO
Florian Giefer is one half of film directing duo
pet & flo (the other half being Peter Göltenboth).
He specialises in animation, motion control and
projections.
WWW.PETANDFLO.COM
LOCATION: Nationalquai (Höhe Casino)

Zauberbaum 18
estec visions

The tree comes to life. 200 retro hanging lanterns featuring special dimmable LED luminaires breathe life
into the large tree in front of the Villa Schweizerhof.
The lanterns can be controlled separately in groups to
bring the tree to life. Thanks to the 360° illumination
of the luminaires, the tree becomes a warm place for
meeting others, passing the time of night and enjoying the experience.
Kindly supported by:

“Aesthetics meets technology.”

ESTEC VISIONS
All artworks are developments of visions. As a young
creative company from the events industry, Estec
visions seeks to create and realise these visions. It has
a passion for developing bespoke light installations
and video projections.
WWW.ESTECVISIONS.COM
LOCATION: Villa Schweizerhof

Light installations
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19

Meilihalle

Light installations
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A sky of lanterns illuminates the newly
renovated Meilihalle during the Lilu Light
Festival Lucerne and envelops the ship’s landing
stage in a warm, violet light. Step into the
enchanting world of the Lilu Light Festival
Lucerne and be fascinated by the purple lights.

Kindly supported by:

LOCATION: Schiffs-Landungssteg 1
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programme

Programme
P.M.
5.00

THURS.
09 JAN.

FRI.
10 JAN.

SAT.
11 JAN.

SUN.
12 JAN.

Delightfood

Delightfood

MON.
13 JAN.

TUES.
14 JAN.

6.00 Guided Lilu-Tour Guided Lilu-Tour Guided Lilu-Tour Guided Lilu-Tour Guided Lilu-Tour Guided Lilu-Tour
Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

8.00 Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

+Sieber

+Sieber

+Sieber

+Sieber

+Sieber

Delightfood

Delightfood

7.00
7.30

+Sieber
8.30

9.00

9.30
+Lisa
Morgenstern

10.00
+Sieber

+Sieber

+Sieber

+Sieber

+Sieber

+Sieber

10.30

11.00

11.30

Hofkirche Light show Genesis 2

+Sieber

Hofkirche - Light show
Genesis 2
with organist Wolfgang Sieber

Hofkirche - Light
show Genesis 2 with
Lisa Morgenstern

Hofkirche
show Gen
Black Sea

WED.
15 JAN.

THURS.
16 JAN.

FRI.
17 JAN.

SAT.
18 JAN.

SUN.
19 JAN.

Delightfood

Delightfood

P.M.
5.00

Guided Lilu-Tour Guided Lilu-Tour Guided Lilu-Tour Guided Lilu-Tour Guided Lilu Tour
Delightfood
Delightfood
Delightfood
Delightfood
Delightfood
In the beginning
is the line (18.00
and 18.40)

6.00

Delightfood

7.00

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

7.30

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

Delightfood

+Sieber

+Sieber

+Sieber

+Sieber

+Sieber

8.00

8.30

Delightfood

9.00

Delightfood

9.30
+Lisa
Morgenstern
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Delightfood

+Black Sea
Dahu

10.00
+Sieber

e - Light
nesis 2 with
a Dahu

+Sieber

+Sieber

+Sieber

+Sieber
10.30

Further information:
www.lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en

Guided Lilu-Tour

Delightfood
Fusion of light and
gastronomy at
Restaurant Riviera

In the beginning there is the line
– Peterskapelle
Live accompanied by students
from Hochschule Luzern Musik

FESTIVAL-CITY
LuCErnE
The Festival City Lucerne delights throughout
the year: classical music, blues, rock, comics and
enthralling sport events.
Lilu Light Festival Lucerne
9 – 19 January 2020
www.lichtfestivalluzern.ch

Blue Balls Festival
17 – 25 July 2020
www.blueballs.ch

Fumetto Comic Festival Lucerne
28 March – 5 April 2020
www.fumetto.ch

LUCERNE FESTIVAL | Summer
14 August – 13 September 2020
www.lucernefestival.ch

LUCERNE FESTIVAL | Teodor
3 – 5 April 2020
www.lucernefestival.ch

World Band Festival Lucerne
19 – 27 September 2020
www.worldbandfestival.ch

Zaubersee Festival
13 – 17 May 2020
www.zaubersee.ch

SwissCityMarathon – Lucerne
25 October 2020
www.swisscitymarathon.ch

LUCERNE REGATTA
22 – 24 May 2020
www.lucerneregatta.com

Lucerne Blues Festival
7 – 15 November 2020
www.bluesfestival.ch

Spitzen Leichtathletik Lucerne
1 July 2020
www.spitzenleichtathletik.ch

LUCERNE FESTIVAL | Autumn
20 – 22 November 2020
www.lucernefestival.ch

Luzern Tourismus – Tourist Information | Zentralstrasse 5 | CH-6002 Luzern
Tel. +41 (0)41 227 17 17 | luzern@luzern.com | www.luzern.com

Fringe programme
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Light show Genesis 2 with
organist Wolfgang Sieber
Hofkirche

38

Experience the fascinating combination of light and
organ on selected times daily. Hear Wolfgang Sieber, the
Hofkirche’s principal organist, improvise on the great
organ in accompaniment to the light show Genesis 2.
A treat for all the senses.
Admission by ticket only. Tickets are available online
at lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en/tickets or at the tourist
information.

SHOW TIMES: 9 – 19 JANUARY 2020
DAILY AT 8:00 P.M. AND 10:00 P.M.
LOCATION: HOFKIRCHE

WWW.SIEBERSPACE.CH

Lisa Morgenstern
Hofkirche

Admission by ticket only. Tickets are available online at
lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en/tickets or at the tourist information.

SHOW TIMES:
14 JANUARY 2020 AT 9.00 P.M.
15 JANUARY 2020 AT 9.00 P.M.
LOCATION: HOFKIRCHE
WWW.LISA-MORGENSTERN.COM

39

Fringe programme

Morgenstern was raised the daughter of two orchestral musicians, their respective roots – Bulgarian and
German – colouring her horizons as much as their occupation.
As a child, she grew up with Stravinsky’s Rites Of Spring as
a bedtime lullaby and, while other children watched Tom &
Jerry, she gorged on VHS tapes of ballets, from Tchaikovsky’s
Swan Lake and Sleeping Beauty to what she considers her
most sacred influence, Prokofiev’s Romeo & Juliet. Indeed,
though she began piano lessons at the age of five, performing
competitively from a young age, ballet was her first true love –
its elegance is still reflected today in the music she writes – and
she spent much of her teens training to become a professional,
only to be thwarted in her dream by a recurrent injury. She
returned instead to music, the shadow of other parental preferences – to this day she warms up during soundchecks with
songs by the likes of Frank Sinatra, Doris Day and Nina Simone
– slowly enhanced by a growing love for punk, rock, metal and
even Goth, all tempered by her affinity for choral works.

Black Sea Dahu
Hofkirche

Fringe programme
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Black Sea Dahu from Zurich are currently on everyone’s
mind - both within and beyond the country’s borders
and well on the way to becoming the most successful
CH export. In 2019 alone, the indie-folk group around
singer Janine Cathrein played well over a hundred
shows. Their debut album ‘White Creatures’ is set in the
midst of idyll and chaos, between escapism and the here
and now. With the EP “No Fire In The Sand”, released in
autumn, they add another wonderful piece to it. Black
Sea Dahu stand for discrepancy, the in-between: drive
off, being somewhere, coming back, being elsewhere,
maybe even just mentally.
Admission by ticket only. Tickets are available online
at lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en/tickets or at the tourist
information.

SHOW TIMES: 19 JANUARY 2020 AT 9.00 P.M.
LOCATION: HOFKIRCHE
WWW.BLACKSEADAHU.COM

Guided City tour
of LuCerne
English:
German:

daily (May to October)
Wednesday, Saturday, Sunday
(May to October)
English / German: Wednesday, Saturday, Sunday
(November to April)
Time:
Price:
Meeting point:

Rahmenprogramm
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09.45 a.m.
CHF 20.–
Tourist Information (railway station)

Luzern Tourismus – Tourist Information | Zentralstrasse 5 | CH-6002 Luzern
Tel. +41 (0)41 227 17 17 | luzern@luzern.com | www.luzern.com

Guided Lilu-Tour

Fringe programme
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Join us on a guided tour of the versatile light
installations of the Lilu Light Festival Lucerne
2020 and learn interesting background information on the individual installations and their
artists.
The guided Lilu-Tour starts every day at 6 p.m.
Price CHF 20
Tickets can be found online at
lichtfestivalluzern.ch/en/tickets

Presenting Partner Lilu 2020

Thank you to our partners

Design & Kunst
Musik
FH Zentralschweiz

